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2.  DEFINITIONS (Cont'd)

Residential Subdivision is a tract of land divided into five or more lots for the
construction of five or more new residential buildings, or the land on which new
multiple occupancy buildings are to be constructed, the development of either of
which, if required has been approved (or was required to be approved) by
governmental authorities having jurisdiction over land use.

Retail Supplier - is an entity other than the Company that is eligible to
participate in the Retail Access Pilot Program to supply electricity to eligible
retail customers.

Right-of-Way is the right to pass over, occupy or use another's land for placing
and maintaining utility facilities.

Service Connection is one service lateral and its associated service entrance.

Service Entrance is that part of the installation from the point of attachment
or termination of the service lateral to and including the service equipment on
the customer's premises.

Service Lateral is a system of wires or cables, fixtures and sometimes poles, or
the equivalent ducts, conduits and cables when placed underground, used to
conduct electricity between the line from which the customer is to be served and
the point of attachment to the customer's building or meter pole, in the case of
overhead construction, or to the termination of the lateral in the customer's
building or transformer enclosure in the case of an underground entrance.

Service Line is an electric line used to connect a distribution line to an
individual customer's meter or point of attachment; a service line, at the
Company's discretion, may be connected to two or more meters at a single premise.

Shared Meter means any utility meter that measures gas or electricity  provided
to a tenant's dwelling and also measures service to other space outside that
dwelling.  "Service to other space" includes service to equipment, such as space-
conditioning or water heating equipment, operated for the benefit of common areas
of the building or other dwelling units.

Supply Line is a part of a distribution line that is installed between an
existing distribution system and an underground distribution line within a
residential subdivision.

Surcharge is a charge payable by Customer to Company in addition to the charge
for service under the applicable service classification.
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